Nucleation behaviour in difflising-reacting systems involves spatial phenomena that &e explainable by means of spatial considerations. Particularly, precibitate locations may be justified from the profiles of different physico-chemical parameters at the nucleation time. However, this instantanwus obse~ation is not enough to explain other aspects (nucleation density, metastability level, etc.) that are in relation with the systern evolution. Evolutionary variables must be introduced to account for expenments in systems of this kind. In this paper a parameter, the supersaturation rate, is quantified from experimental data of supersaturation evolution. The study is applied to growth of bariurn and strontium carbonates in a U-tube gel system. Supersaturation rates have an important bearing on the supersaturation level at (he nucleation time and wnsequently on the nucleation density.
Gel growth systems usually are finite diffusing-reacting systems in which the growth conditions continuously change in space and time. Working with these growth media, the experiments must be described by attending to the starting boundary conditions and to the system history, that is to say, the; succession in time of the physico-chemical conditions everywhere in the system. The growth process must also be referred to in historical terms, by considering the sequence of growth mechanisms during the crystal genesis and their morphogenetical influence [l] .
However, this nature of non-homogeneous "with history" systems causes lirnitations to the crystal growth in gel theory. There is no theory of growth from solutions that includes the system evolution in the kinetic formulations of the nucleation and growth processes. Moreover, theory usually deals with homogeneous media in which the concentration becomes only disturbed near the crystal interface, in the so-called "concentration boundary layer" [2,3].
In the case of a " U tube arrangement [4] , where two counter-diffusing reagents meet to generate a sparingly soluble reaction product, the starting boundary conditions are the initial concentrations of the mother solutions and the gel pH. As diffusion time passes by, the concentration of the mother solutions decreases and the gel column becomes non-homogeneous for concentration and pH. Hence, the knowledge of the system history involves finding the concentration and pH profiles, throughout the gel column, for successive diffusion times. The experimental testing of both, mass-transfer and pH evolution, is the most rigorous way for such an object, as Prieto et al. [5] have already pointed out. From these profiles, the supersaturation values may be calculated. However, a rigorous thermodynamic characterization of the system requires knowledge of the reagents activities. Therefore, activity coefficients and concentration of free ions must be found. In this way the Debye-Hückel theory for moderately concentrated solutions may be used [57] .
The concentration, pH, and supersaturation profiles form a "snapshot" that shows the spatial distribution of physico-chemical conditions at a particular time. So, the system "history" may be evolutionary aspects are inseparable to explain found by means crf a sequence of such snapshots nucleation and growth phenomena in systems of taken at known intervals of time. Both spatial and this kind. Profiles corresponding to the nucleation time allow one to interpret the first precipitate location in the diffusion column [S] . However, this instantaneous obsewation is not enough to justify other aspects of this phenomenon, which are related to the evolutionary history of the zone where the nucleation-begins. This paper deals with aspects of the nucleation behaviour in gels that require the system history to be explained. Since in the start the reagent concentration throughout the gel column is always zero, the physico-chemical evolution of the system may be merely modified by using mother solutions with different initial concentrations. So, it is possible to check the influence of the system history on nucleation phenomena. The study is applied to growth of banum and strontium carbonates in a U-tube gel system. Some conclusions may be however generalized for other substances.
The physico-chemical evolution of the system was studied according to the experimental path of Prieto et al. [5] . In fact, this paper is a close following of an article recently published in this Journal [S] , and consequently the expenmental details, that are identical to the previous paper, may be consuied there. The "histoncal" character of diffusing-reacting systems involves finding parameters that reflect the evolution of growth conditions with diffusion time, or what amounts to the sarne thing, the rate at which the system is moving away from equilibriurn everywhere in the diffusion column.
Supersaturation ( B ) is the parameter that reflects the removal from equilibrium of a system. Accordingly, the first stage to study the evolution of growth conditions is to calculate the supersaturation throughout the gel column for different diffusion times. The procedure of calculation, based on the Debye-Hückel theory for moderately concentrated solutions, has been extensively descnbed in a previous paper [S], so it is not considered here.
Supersaturation value at a particular point of the gel column changes continuously with the diffusion time. Consequently, one can find a fitting function B ( t ) that reflects the sequence of expenmental values of supersaturation. The B ( t ) functions allow one to define an evolutionq parameter, the supersaturation rate, that states the speed at which the system is moving away from eqqibrium. The supersaturation rate is given by: Therefore, the dimensional formula of supersaturation rate is given by [T-'] and one can use h-' as a unit. Such a concept has been mentioned in different works of crystal growth in gels [1,9], but it has never been formalized to account for experiments.
Values of Rp, at a particular time and position, may be obtained from the derivative of corresponding B ( t ) functions. Table 2 shows the supersaturation rate values, at the nucleation time, for different starting conditions. Both sustances, strontianite and witherite, are considered.
In addition to concentration, pH and supersaturation, the supersaturation rate along the gel column is non-homogeneous. Figs. 3 and 4 deal with supersaturation rate profiles, at the nucleation time, for different initial concentrations of mother solutions. It is worth noting that supersaturation profiles show a maximum, whose location will be discussed later.
Nucleation behaviour: spatial aspects
The most obvious spatial phenomenon of nucleation in systems of this kind is the location of precipitates in particular places of the diffusion column. In a previous paper [S], the authors correlate concentration, pH and supersaturation profiles, corresponding to nucleation time, with the first precipitate positions. The findings confirm that supersaturation profiles are not enough to explain nuclei locations. Following Henisch and García-Ruiz [lo] , the reagent concentration ratio is not irrelevant for a stochastically controlled system of limited particle mobility, like nucleation in a gel. In a gel, one is dealing with tirne-dependent macroscopic concentration gradients in which the reagent concentration ratio takes every kind of value along the diffusion column. Thus, as a rule for weakly soluble sustances, first precipitate locations do not agree with maxima of supersaturation profiles. On the contrary, nucleation occurs in regions where the ratio of reagents concentration (stated in equivalents) is near to unit. This behaviour is specially evident in the case of strontianite, witherite and other sustances with low solubility. fig. 2b) . Analogous occurrences may be observed for the other initial concentrations of mother solutions and in the case of witherite growth.
Supersaturation maximum location is related to the distribution of "carbon-containing" species which is in turn pH-dependent. So, at a pH = 10.5, the contribution of HCO; and H,CO: to the total carbon concentration is low compared to that of C0:-. On the contrary, at lower pH, HC03 and H,CO; are predominant. On the other hand, fig. 2cshows 1-7), HCO; predominates in slices 7 to 16, and finally, C O~ -ions are the most abundant in slices 16 to 20 ( fig. 2d ). On the basis of the above, the C0:-concentration is only important in the high pH region, near the Nazco, reservoir. This explains that maximum values of supersaturation are constrained to this region of the system. The sloping segment of the pH profile is due to the high sensibility of pH with respect to the total concentration of carbonates: pH changes from 5.5 for [C],,,,, I 14mM/1 to 10.5 for [C],,,,, 2 35 mM/1. Further concentration increases do not result in meaningful pH changes.
In the region where pH increases the high C0;-concentration gradient is a result of two cooperating effects, the whole concentration gradient of carbonatic species and the pH gradient. It is in this place where the ~0:-concentration becomes equal to the s r 2 + one and nucleation occurs. The equality range coadition is more restrictive in the case of strontianite because of the higher solubility of withente. However, in both cases the nucleation probability tends to zero rather rapidly as There is no correspondence between supersaturation and supersaturation rate profiles. At a particular time, supersaturation and supersaturation rate maxima do not necessarily coincide. On the contrary, supersaturation rate maxima coincide with the sloping segment of pH and hence ' with the reaction zone. Fig. 3 shows the Rp profiles at the nucleation time for different initial concentrations. Fig. 4 shows the same kind of profiles for withente growth. First, precipitate locations are outlined in the upper part of the graphics. The results are summarized in table 3, in which are also collected the pH values corresponding to the limits of the reaction zones. The agreement of these zones with the upward segment of pH becomes evident.
Correspondence between nucleation zones and R p maxima is a.factor of great khetic irnportance. The h g h values of Rp in this place guarantee maintenance of supersaturation level dunng and after the nucleation process.
Nucleation behaviour: evolutionary aspects
Cntical supersaturation is a classical concept of the nucleation theory with great kinetic meaning. The theory of homogeneous nucleation from solution suggests that the nucleation rate is dependent Table 2 Supersaturation rate (h-'), at the nucleation time, for different start conditions (strontianite) Slices Mother solutions: SrCl and Na 2C0, on the supersaturation in accordance with an expression of the form: where 6 is a shape factor, a is the surface free energy, and 9 the molecular volume. The pre-exponential factor 9' is related to the growth of the cntical nucleus to become supercritical, and involves the volume diffusion step.
From this relation it is clear that the nucleation rate is a very sharp function of supersaturation and it is usual to define the critica1 supersaturation as corresponding to the rate of 1 nucleus/scm3 [ll] . The cntical supersaturation corresponds then to the breakdown of the metastable state.
In time-dependent and non-homogeneous systems, the cntical supersaturation concept, however, becomes ambiguous. In the present case, expenments demonstrate that the starting boundary conditions determine the supersaturation level when nucleation begins. Consequently, we then use the term "supersaturation threshold" B* for this level, on the understanding that cntical supersaturation is a different concept.
For similar reasons, the induction period concept cannot be applied to systems of this kind. This is one of the parameters which traditionally has been used to describe nucleation kinetics from solution. It is defined as the time elapsed between the creation of the supersaturated state and the appearance of a critica1 nucleus [ll] . As there is no method of detecting cntical nuclei, their formation has to be inferred from changes in some physical property of the solution. The time measured in this way is called the "experimental induction penod for crystallization", and is obviously greater than the actual induction time. However, we cannot use the induction penod concept in a medium where composition and supersaturation change markedly in space and time. So the term experimental induction time, used in this work, is a more complex term which depends on the supersaturation evolution in the system.
As mentioned earlier, the physico-che~cal evolution of the system may be modified by using mother solutions with different initial concentra- The first outcome is the correspondence between initial concentrations and induction periods. As solutlün reservoir concentrations are increased, the induction period decreases. That is to be expected because increasing initial concentrations means increasing the whole supersaturation rate of the system. Local values of R p at the crystallization zone reflect this statement, as table 4 shows.
The relation between supersaturation threshold and supersaturation rate, however, is not so evident. The results show that the metastability leve1 goes with high supersaturation rate. Hence, the supersaturation threshold is a variable that depends on the system evolution, changing within wide margins (3742 to 457 for the experiments ratio, and both parameters continuously change in . the nucleation zone. Computer modelization of nucleation for different supersaturation rates may, make clear this phenomenon. Future papers" bill deal with this matter.
Conclusions
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Nucleation behaviour in diffusing-reacting systems requires spatial considerations to explain the observed phenomena. First, precipitate locations may be justified from the concentration, pH and supersaturation profiles at the nucleation time. Experimental results demonstrate that the critica1 supersaturation condition is insufficient to account for nucleation in a double-diffusive system. A second condition, the "equality range" of reagent concentrations, must be also fulfilled.
The place where nucleation begins coincides with the sloping segment of pH. In this region the high C0:-concentration gradient is a result of two cooperating effects, the whole concentration gradient of carbonatic species and the pH gradient. It is in this place where the CO:-concentration quickly qualizes to the cation concentration and nucleation occurs. The coincidence of this zone with the supersaturation rate maximum is also in relation with the fast rise of the C0:-concentration. Moreover, correspondence between nucleation zone and Rp maximum guarantees maintenance of supersaturation level during the nucleation process. Thus, besides supersaturation, equality range and supersaturation rate cooperate kinetically to produce nucleation at a specific place of the column. 
